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EDITOR'S NOTE
Calling the US shale revolution a "game-changer" – or
indeed, a revolution – has long been abandoned as
something of a cliché. And yet, there is a new arena where
the cheap and abundant fuel supplies look set to bring
about a transformation. North American shale-based
ethane feedstocks have already begun to radically alter
the European petrochemicals landscape.
But the stage is now also set potentially for a wave of
polymer products derived from them to reach European
shores as soon as the new year.
We've already seen a tremendous acceleration in
shale gas uptake: the volume of imported ethane in
the year-to-date is almost double that for the whole
of 2016. And among other milestones, Ineos ran its
Grangemouth, Scotland, steam cracker, fed with US
ethane, at full capacity in August for the first time in 17
years. It's the same cracker that had been mothballed
nine years earlier. And, for the first time, North

American gas was distributed on European territory
by pipeline when Ineos supplied imported ethane from
its import terminal in Grangemouth to Exxon Mobil's
cracker in Mossmorran.
Still greater impact will emerge as a growing surplus of
shale-based derivative products in the US, as well as
feedstock gas, begin to get directed to markets globally
including Europe, raising the stakes for European
petrochemical producers. In the wake of soaring
competition from across the Atlantic, we examine all the
options for EMEA companies – from importing feedstocks
through downstream products to innovation and overseas
investment – as they strive to improve their productivity
and performance – as well as the bottom line.
This report also includes a special focus on crude oil and
naphtha, LNG, shipping and logistics, and the economic
outlook for many key players in the sector. Read on for a
comprehensive exploration of the new shale wave, the
way to ride it, and how some petrochemicals companies
are already doing so.

Key takeaways
US ethane production rises
Ethane production in the US is expected to
rise from 1.73 million b/d in 2015 to 2.36
million b/d in 2020. This shale depositsbased production has given rise to a huge
petrochemicals industry in the country.
The US has begun exporting shale-based
gas and downstream products. Exports of
downstream products is expected to rise
sharply end-2017 and early 2018 when
several plants are due to come online in
the US.
Sharp rise in European ethane imports
Ethane imports into Europe almost
doubled so far in 2017 to 51 ships ferrying
about 1.11 million mt of the gas, according
to cFlow, Platts vessel tracking software.
Eleven ethane vessels are currently

active on the trans-Atlantic route ferrying
ethane and these imports are expected to
continue growing.
Shale-based petrochemicals to flood
European market by end-2017
Though a small volume of polymers
manufactured from shale feedstock in the
US has already been seeping into Europe,
this figure is expected to soar by December
and in early 2018. About 1.7 million
mt/year of new polyethylene capacity
is expected to start up by end-2017.
According to data from Platts Analytics,
about 4.11 million mt of PE will be surplus
in the US during 2017 and this figure will
touch 5.94 million mt in 2018. It will then
rise on to 7.13 million mt in 2019 and 7.54
million mt in 2020.
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Constructing a cracker in the US
tops options
Constructing an integrated cracker/PE plant
in the US is the best option for petrochemical
companies looking to leverage cheap
shale-based feedstocks. However, this
option has the highest investment outlay.
Other options include importing ethane
into Europe and manufacturing products,
importing polymers and importing olefins.
EMEA companies rise to the competition
Rising competition from the US has forced
companies in the EMEA region to innovate
and become more transparent. While
Europe is trying to produce downstream
products from propylene and butadiene,
the Middle East is trying to produce more
products out of liquid feedstocks.
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EUROPEAN ETHANE IMPORTS GATHER MOMENTUM

US ETHANE vs EURO NAPHTHA

Production of ethane in the US is expected to rise
from 1.73 million b/d in 2015 to 2.36 million b/d in
2020, an increase of 36%. But demand for ethane from
petrochemicals manufacturers in the country is only
expected to reach 1.56 million b/d in 2020 from 1 million
b/d in 2015, according to S&P Global Platts Analytics.
Ultimately this leaves the US market long in ethane over
the coming years.
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Europe has emerged as a major importer of the resulting
surplus production, taking advantage of the lower costs of gas
compared to the domestic alternative, naphtha. Looking back
over the past few years we can see how great that advantage
over 2013-15 has been as European producers started
initiatives to import US ethane – though it has diminished
since then.
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ETHANE SHIPMENTS INTO EUROPE FROM THE US
Terminal

—— Voyages ——		
2016
2017 (YTD Aug)
Sunoco, Marcus Hook
28
38
Enterprise, Houston
2
13
Total
30
51

—— Volume ——
2016
2017 (YTD Aug)
575,000
780,000
41,000
330,000
616,000
1,110,000

Source: Platts cFlow, Platts

The year 2016 saw 30 vessels loaded in the US and sent to
Europe, notably imported by Ineos, while in 2017 to date
(August), 51 vessels have arrived in Europe with US ethane.

VLECs stimulate global ethane shipping
The newest kid on the block in the world of commercial or
merchant shipping is the state of the art Very Large Ethane
Carrier (VLEC). The entry of ethane into the petrochemical
feedstock family on a potentially global scale, thanks to the
shale gas revolution, has brought about a disruption in the
petrochemical industry. With ethane fast competing with
naphtha and LPG to find a place in the steam crackers outside
of the US and the Middle East, the shipping market has seen a
keenness to build specialized ships to transport this commodity
from the US to the demand centers. In fact, the ethane-export
trade from the US is now more than a year old and this has
created a niche "ethane shipping market." Over 18 mediumto-large ethane carriers have been built to ship ethane from
the US, mainly from Morgan's Point and Houston, in Texas, and
Marcus Hook on the US East Coast. Additionally, around seven
ethylene gas carriers have helped move ethane before the
larger gas carriers came into play. The VLECs boast of several
innovative features such as the GTT Mark III cargo containment
system, which is unique for ethane transportation. The first
ethane shipment from the US was on the Danish-flagged JS
Ineos Intrepid, a 20,917 dwt LNG multi-gas carrier, when it
loaded a 27,500 cu m cargo from the Marcus Hook terminal.
Now with the entry of VLECs, the ethane trade is gaining traction.
VLECs can be considered as a hybrid of an LNG carrier and
LPG carrier and can ship ethane at minus 93 degree Celsius.
The growing list of global companies that have contracts to lift
US ethane includes the likes of Borealis, Reliance Industries,
Oriental Energy, Sabic and Braskem. Among them, Reliance has
been the first company to own VLECs, which were built at South
Korea's Samsung Heavy Industries shipyard at $120.6 million
apiece. Six Reliance VLECs – Ethane Sapphire, Ethane Crystal,
Ethane Emerald, Ethane Opal, Ethane Pearl and Ethane Topaz –
will ship around 1.5 million mt/year of ethane from the US East
Coast to the port of Dahej on India's west coast. These ships
have capacities ranging between 52,000 dwt to 59,000 dwt. —
Pradeep Rajan, pradeep.rajan@spglobal.com

The appetite for US ethane grew in 2017 on the back of
companies like Ineos, Sabic UK and Borealis converting
their crackers to accept gas feedstock.
Currently these are the three European companies regularly
importing shale-based ethane from the US. Each has
their own chartered vessels – Ineos has a fleet of eight
EUROPEAN VESSELS AND OWNERS
Vessel Name
JS INEOS INSIGHT
JS INEOS INNOVATION
JS INEOS INDEPENDENCE
JS INEOS INVENTION
JS INEOS INTUITION
JS INEOS INSPIRATION
JS INEOS INTREPID
JS INEOS INGENUITY
GASCHEM BELUGA
GASCHEM ORCA
NAVIGATOR AURORA

Owner
INEOS
INEOS
INEOS
INEOS
INEOS
INEOS
INEOS
INEOS
SABIC
SABIC
Borealis

dwt
20,500
20,500
20,500
20,500
20,500
20,500
20,500
20,500
27,000
27,000
26,500

Source: Platts cFlow, Platts

ETHANE CRYSTAL, A RELIANCE INDUSTRIESOWNED VESSEL

Source: Mistui OSK Lines Ltd
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vessels capable of transporting ethane and Sabic has two
dedicated vessels. Borealis has one.
European appetite for US ethane shows no sign of
waning into 2018 and beyond. Indeed, Ineos' recent
expansion plans appear to be underpinned in part by the
expectation of further feedstock availability. Announcing
plans for a massive European expansion program that
included cracker expansions – an additional 1 million mt
of ethylene capacity split over its Rafnes, Norway, and
Grangemouth, UK, crackers – and the addition of a propane
dehydrogenation (PDH) plant in Antwerp, the company
emphasized its international procurement capabilities.
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ETHANE REJECTION IN THE US

ABUNDANT ETHANE
In total, the US exported 2.78 million barrels of ethane
in the period January–June 2017, up 83% year-on-year.
The majority of the ethane was destined for Europe with
additional amounts heading to Canada, Brazil and India.
The shale-fueled trade has given rise to several questions
in Europe: Can the US continue to support more ethane
exports for Ineos' and other European ambitions?
Additionally, what alternative options do European
producers have in monetizing US feedstocks – could they
include LPGs, a regular alternative to naphtha, depending
on economics. Or, indeed, ethylene imports?
The volume of ethane available for export and the cost
are obviously two of the most pertinent questions for
European producers looking to crack US ethane in their
systems. But supplies don't appear to be a hurdle and
there will be plenty of ethane available in the US over
the next decade. In fact, there will be too much ethane
for current US demand infrastructure to handle. As
a result, much of the US ethane will continue to be
"rejected" or left in the natural gas stream instead of
being recovered.
The increase in ethane supplies, and rejection, is a direct
result of galloping shale gas production in the US – and that
is expected to rocket over the coming decades.

Current Platts forecasts put US ethane rejection at
489,000 b/d in 2017 and that number will climb to
520,000 b/d in 2020 as shale gas production continues
to increase. That volume of rejection would be able to
support additional six world-scale crackers, each with an
ethylene capacity of 1.5 million mt/year, through 2020.
However, recovering that amount of ethane would require
a more balanced market, higher ethane prices and an
erosion of the currently wide delta between ethane and
more expensive crude-derived feedstocks. Nevertheless,
there is arguably a strong possibility of US ethane supplies
supporting at least two or three additional world-scale
crackers over the coming years and for US ethane pricing
to stay favorable against heavier feedstocks.
Ineos has been explicit about its faith in US supplies.
"We do not have a problem with the availability of
ethane," David Thompson, CEO (Trading and Shipping)
at Ineos told Platts at the end of August. The company's
eight vessels combined can ferry an average of 1 million
mt/year of ethane to Europe from the US. Thompson
hoped that the volume of ethane being rejected in the
US will reduce as more crackers come online in the
country. One of the reasons for ethane being currently
rejected in the US is to lower the calorific value of gas
supplied for applications other than petrochemicals
production, he reasoned.
LPG OPTIONS

US GAS PRODUCTION
100

US feedstock availability is not limited to ethane.
Production and surpluses of propane and butane have
grown along with shale-based production. Coinciding with
these surpluses has been an increase in US LPG export
capacity and an exponential increase in US exports of
propane and butane.
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Europe has welcomed some of the US LPG, while Asia
has acted as another major marginal demand center.
The feedstock has augmented ethylene production and
crackers available to use the feedstock have benefited –
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US LNG exports to Europe limited so far
US liquefied natural gas export capacity is set to rise to more
than 100 Bcm/year (or around 75 million mt/year) by 2019,
according to forecasts from Platts Analytics' Eclipse Energy, a big
step up from the current 18 million mt capacity enjoyed by the
four-train Sabine Pass terminal.

US LNG EXPORTS TO EUROPE (cargoes)

But what impact has there been so far on the European gas
market of the ramp-up in US LNG exports?
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By early September, Europe had taken only 20 cargoes of US LNG
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That is despite expectations ahead of the start-up – from Sabine
Pass operator Cheniere Energy itself – that Europe would likely
absorb half of US LNG volumes.
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US LNG has a lot going for it – cheap feedstock, flexible
contractual terms, no destination restrictions and relative
closeness to the European market.
But two factors have conspired against US LNG in Europe – more
profitable demand elsewhere and competition from Russia and
Norway, which have enjoyed record high gas supplies so far this year.
Since US LNG exports began in February 2016 – and even before –
both of Europe's main pipeline suppliers began boosting supplies,
with customers enjoying relatively low prices and demand for gas
recovering from the lows triggered by the 2008 global financial crisis.
And with both supply sources still very competitively priced –
Norway's hub-based exports and Russia's mix of oil and hubpriced contracts alike – they seem to have priced US LNG out of
the market for now.
But one thing that US LNG has done in Europe is to provide some
kind of a ceiling or a new price anchor for wholesale hub prices,
which are now also increasingly used in pipeline gas prices. If

US LPG EXPORTS
3
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*Partial cargoes delivered aboard the Clean Ocean. **Partial cargo that unloaded first in Jordan.
Source: Platts Analytics’ Eclipse Energy

those were to move above the delivered cost of US LNG, then you
could expect cargoes to start coming from Sabine Pass in greater
numbers. As that hasn't happened, it seems likely that the
delivered price of US LNG is keeping a lid on European gas prices.
The growing trend for ethane extraction for ethylene production
in the US and in Europe is also offering an additional revenue
stream for US shale producers and therefore improves the
economics for both shale gas production and LNG exports, as
ethylene is effectively a by-product of natural gas and LNG. —
Stuart Elliott, stuart.elliott@spglobal.com
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especially in the past couple of years as the ethane-crude
spread narrowed.

Terneuzen cracker in the Netherlands. Dow now has the ability
to produce over 60% of its European ethylene from LPG,
according to the company's earnings reports.

Western Europe's appetite for US LPG has increased
considerably in the past few years as European petrochemical
producers have taken advantage of the feedstock. In 2014,
Dow Chemical increased its ability to crack LPG at its
Tarragona facility in Spain and it can also crack LPG at its

© 2017 S&P Global Platts, a division of S&P Global Inc. All rights reserved.

Europe now looks poised to take advantage of more LPG
from the US, specifically in the form of propane to feed
PDH plants, which is following in Asia's footsteps. Both
Ineos and Borealis, two leaders in US ethane imports,
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have announced plans to build PDH plants in Northwest
Europe. The feedstock sources of these plants have not
been indicated but a prudent option would be available US
propane supplies.

EUROPEAN FEEDSTOCKS, 2017
(%)
Naptha
Propane

Nevertheless, Europe still continues to crack
naphtha heavily. Naphtha is the primary feedstock
for petrochemical production by far followed at
some distance by LPG, while ethane remains a small
component, despite increasing imports from the US.
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COST EFFICIENCY
The availability of US ethane for marginal ethylene
production will not be a hindrance to the continued
monetization of other cheap feedstocks. Additionally, LPG
supplies in the US will only increase alongside ethane
production, providing another feedstock choice for
European producers. But there remain decisions about the
most efficient way to monetize these low-cost feedstocks.
The primary options for European chemical companies
looking to monetize US feedstocks would be:

US ETHANE EXPORTS TO EUROPE
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EUROPEAN ETHYLENE COP COST OF PRODUCTION NWE
2500

Importing US ethane from either Sunoco's Marcus Hook
terminal in Pennsylvania or Enterprise's Morgan's Point
terminal in Texas has been the most evident option that
European producers have leaned on to capitalize on cheap
US feedstocks. The first exports started in late 2015 and the
start-up of Enterprise's terminal in 2016 has augmented
the amount of exports out of the US.
But what are the current economics for this production
option and how do they compare to other alternatives?
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The end of naphtha as the main feedstock for European steam crackers?
Naphtha has long been the traditional feedstock of choice used
by petrochemical producers for their European steam crackers
and still remains the predominant feedstock. However, over the
past few years its use has been progressively reduced as a few
crackers have closed and others have increasingly turned to
cheaper and lighter feedstocks. This recent development took
two shapes, with some olefin producers choosing to increase
their flexibility to crack more LPG – propane and to a lesser
extent butane – while others are converting their crackers to
run only on gas including the ethane which has started to flow
abundantly from the US.
The year 2015 saw a drive by some petrochemical producers
to increase their LPG flexibility, even in the face of significant
investment in US ethane imports. At the forefront of the move
to take advantage of consistent LPG discounts versus naphtha,
Dow Chemical increased its potential propane throughput
at its Terneuzen, Netherlands, and Tarragona, Spain, units to
around 60% of total feedstock needs. LyondellBasell’s ethylene
production derived from “advantaged feedstock cracking” rose to

NAPHTHA CIF NWE CARGO
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Mont Belvieu ethane has been on an upward trend over the
past few years to average around $180/mt in 2017. Looking
at the landed cost of US ethane into Europe provides a
better idea of economics for European producers sourcing
US ethane. After adding on the transportation and loading
cost of around $150/mt the delivered price of US ethane
into Europe is currently around $325/mt. That delivered
feedstock price equates to an average ethylene cost
of production of $675/mt in 2017, which compares to
$321/mt for naphtha for 2017 and $525/mt for propane,
according to Platts data. It is important to note that the
cost of production using ethane is higher because of the
absence of a vast slate of co-products that originate from
naphtha. Therefore, the ethane margins are strong but
not near the pre-2015 level, when the difference between
crude and ethane prices was much wider. In 2017, ethylene
prices in Europe have ranged between $900-$1,250/mt FD
NWE. We can see how the feedstocks have fared in Europe
over the past few years. Companies like Ineos prefer to
import ethane for reasons beyond financial. "Importing
ethane and manufacturing products here in Europe gives
us the option to manufacture grades of polymers that meet
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49% in the first quarter of 2015, up from 35% a year earlier, in
its European and Asian crackers. Even Ineos, the first European
producer ever to import US ethane for its crackers in Rafnes,
Norway, and Grangemouth, Scotland, has been eyeing a rise in
LPG consumption at Cologne, Germany, to 45% from 8-10%.
Looking forward, a trader at a major petrochemical producer
expects less naphtha cracking in the years to come, noting there
already has been much less naphtha cracking as a result of
ethane and LPG imports from the US. According to him, naphtha
demand will principally come from blending with gasoline.
According to other naphtha market participants, the shale
gas revolution in the US has indisputably turned upside down
cracking economics and flows of products. Less than 10 years
ago, the US Gulf Coast was a net importer of naphtha, while now
it competes with Europe to send naphtha to Brazil and the Far
East. On the LPG side, there have been in the past three years
significant investments in LPG infrastructure on the USGC,
allowing more and more exports of LPG. — Virginie Malicier,
virginie.malicier@spglobal.com

the specific needs of consumers," Thompson told Platts
end-August.
Even small savings of feedstock cost are a tremendous boost
for petrochemical companies, Thompson noted. "Every odd
dollar saved [on feedstock] can help save millions," he said.
Borealis which operates two crackers in Europe would
also prefer to import ethane, CEO Mark Garrett said in an
interview during August.
Another option for European companies could be
importing ethylene itself. This currently only happens
sporadically but could change dramatically over the
coming years. Several companies in the US Gulf Coast
have progressed with their plans to build US ethylene
export terminals. Notably, Enterprise Products Partners
and Odfjell are looking at terminal projects in the Houston
area. Spreads between US and European prices currently
look supportive of a flow between the USGC and ARA
region. The current delta between the regions is at $600/
mt and has averaged $400/mt since 2015 as global crude
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prices collapsed. Factoring in an estimated shipping and
loading rate of roughly $200/mt the economics of moving
ethylene between the US and Europe look very favorable
at the moment. However, while encouraging on paper, the
sustained long term flow of ethylene between the US and
Europe is restricted due to Europe's relatively balanced
ethylene market.
Building a cracker in the US and shipping derivatives to
Europe in the form of plastics pellets is another opportunity
to capitalize on shale-based feedstocks. Western Europe,
Eastern Europe and Turkey are all potential homes for
certain grades of polyethylene and would support such a
trade flow. The economics of this route are very supportive.
The average delivered cost of integrated US low density PE
production delivered into Europe has stood at an estimated
$466/mt in 2017 to date, according to Platts calculations.
Meanwhile European LDPE prices have so far averaged
$1400/mt in 2017. This means the US-to-Europe LDPE
margin is averaging over $900/mt – a very appealing option
for European chemical companies.
Companies could also look to LPG as either a supplement
to ethylene production or as a feedstock for propylene
production through propane dehydrogenation. Western
Europe cracks an estimated 2.5 million mt/year or so of
butane and 6 million mt/year of propane. This number
could rise if crackers modify furnaces or build additional
PDH plants. In March of this year Ineos announced plans to
increase its presence in the European butane market. Ineos
signed a contract with Oiltanking Antwerp Gas Terminal
(OTAGT) to construct the largest butane storage tank ever
built in Europe. The new butane tank will be located at
the OTAGT terminal in the Port of Antwerp, Belgium. The
agreement represents a strategic investment in the future
of Ineos' naphtha crackers in Cologne, with potential later
to extend supply to its site at Lavera in the south of France,
at some point in the future. The import terminal which is
planned to come on stream in 2019 will immediately supply
butane into Ineos' naphtha crackers at Cologne but could
open some optionality for at Lavera later.
Ultimately, the economics of using LPG for either ethylene
production or through PDH production are the most
USEUROPE PROPANE FORECASTS
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relevant factors. Currently, the arbitrage for butane and
propane into Europe is closed. However, S&P Global Platts
is currently forecasting that the long-term differential
between the two regions will be about $30/mt, a delta that
allows movement of propane over the forecast period and
provides a sustainable supply source for European demand.
For butane, the delta is expected to be slightly higher
averaging $35/mt over the next decade.
CHOOSING WISELY
Current economics would point to an integrated crackerPE plant in the US as the best option for European
petrochemical companies looking to leverage cheap shalebased feedstocks. However, this option has the highest
investment outlay with capital costs of integrated PE
chemical projects now estimated at $6 billion. Anglo-Dutch
Shell Chemicals is a European chemical company that is
pursuing this option, building an integrated world-scale
cracker in western Pennsylvania using low-cost ethane
in the region. The company expects to be able to start
construction sometime near the end of 2017, with a target
in-service date early in the next decade. The plant will
be heavily geared towards producing PE and grades that
Europe is expected to be in deficit of. The PE plants will have
a total capacity to produce 1.6 million mt split between
HDPE and LLDPE grades. Interestingly, Europe's deficit of
these grades added together is expected to be 2 million mt/
year in 2018.
Importing ethane from the US is the most established
option but the collapse in the ethane-naphtha price spread
has eroded the ethane-to-ethylene margin. This option
does come with benefits and is still a profitable one. For a
start, there are established logistics with two ethane export
terminals, ships and facilities that can offload product from
ethane vessels. In addition, this comes with a lower entrypoint relative to building an integrated facility in the US.
Also, cracking ethane gives producers optionality in what
to do with ethylene. It can be polymerized, made into other
derivatives or sold into a fluid waterborne market. We have
already mentioned several companies who are capitalizing
on US ethane.
Third in the line-up of profitability of options would be
importing ethylene directly from the US into Europe. This
is currently limited as there is only one ethylene export
terminal in the US. But several terminals are under
discussion and there will be a surplus of ethylene in the
US if new plants run at high rates once online. We think a
final decision on an ethylene export terminal is imminent,
but the most likely export home will be Northeast Asia.
But this is not to say that exports couldn't flow to Europe
as well. Europe has an established waterborne ethylene
trade with the UK being the largest exporter of the product
into mainland Europe. The European market is expected
to be relatively balanced in ethylene over the next decade
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and additional ethylene supplies from the US would need
to be met by increasing downstream PE capacities or
consolidation of existing plants.
A standalone PE plant that takes in imported US ethylene
is a reasonable option. Such a plant in or close to Turkey
would support a growing market with deficits in the
country hovering around 1.5 million mt. This will be met by
competition from the Middle East and especially, potential
exports out of a long Iranian market.
European producers are faced with benefits and hurdles
depending of whichever option they engage in to capture
revenue from US shale-based feedstocks. Ethane and LPG
imports have already been a boost for Western European
plants and will be a strategic option moving forward.
Time will tell whether European companies look to build
additional integrated plants in the US or look to import
ethylene or polyethylene resins direct from the US.
US PE CAPACITY SOARS
The first choice highlighted above for petrochemical
investments resonates with the scenario that has played
out so far. Through 2019, the US Gulf Coast will see a total of
eight new crackers and 14 polyethylene plants. And that's
the first wave. Ten additional crackers and five additional
polyethylene complexes have either been announced or
are in the planning stages, targeting the first half of the
next decade, with additional derivatives capacity expected,
according to market feedback.
The North American market is expected to be in ample
oversupply during the next 10 years because of shale-based
PE. According to data from Platts Analytics, about 4.11 million
mt of PE will be surplus in the US during 2017 and this figure
will touch 5.94 million mt in 2018. It will then rise to 7.13
million mt in 2019 and 7.54 million mt in 2020 respectively.
As expected, the rise in PE production is being fueled by
a rise in ethylene production. In the period 2018-19, 10.2
million mt/year of new ethylene capacity is expected to
add to the 1.3 million mt/year of new capacity already
US ETHYLENE EXPORTS
200

(’000 mt)

started up in 2016 and 2017. Later in 2017, final investment
decisions on 7.1 million mt/year of new ethylene capacity
are expected to be taken. Downstream, more than 6.6
million mt/year of new polyethylene capacity is slated to
start up in Texas and Louisiana later this year through 2019
as the first wave of new ethane crackers and derivative
plants to emerge from the US shale gas boom reach
fruition. Much of that new output will exit the US to reach
global markets, and railroads, resin packagers and ports
want to tap that upsurge.
New PE capacity from Dow Chemical (LDPE and LLDPE),
Chevron Phillips Chemical (HDPE and LLDPE), ExxonMobil
Chemical (HDPE and LLDPE) and Ineos/Sasol (HDPE) had
been expected to start up in Q3 2017, bringing the next
wave of pellets – and an additional 3.8 million mt/year of
capacity – to the US, and the world. However, because of
the disruptions to production, construction and logistics
caused by Hurricane Harvey along the US Gulf Coast
region in recent weeks, it was unclear currently if these
capacities, all of which are in Texas, would be able to start
as scheduled.
These start-ups will come on the heels of Nova Chemical's
431,000 mt/year Joffre polyethylene expansion project in
Alberta, Canada, earlier this year. In 2018, Formosa Plastics
USA and Sasol are slated to come online with additional
capacity in the US Gulf Coast.
Even without the additional capacity, total exports from the
US and Canada have increased the past two years, rising
almost 33% year on year in 2015 and by 5.3% in 2016,
American Chemistry Council data showed.
By comparison, domestic sales in the US and Canada have
been mostly stable over the past three years, increasing
1.5% in 2014 and 0.15% in 2015 and regressing by 0.5% in
2016. Through July, domestic sales in the US are about 2%
ahead of the same period of 2016.
Latin America, with its close proximity, growing middle class
and lack of new petrochemical investment is considered
the most likely destination for much of the new North
American polyethylene, but it will not be able to take on
all of the additional exports. Asia, which is forecast to see
growing PE deficits, and Western Europe, a high-cost center
with favorable freight routes from the US, are also likely to
be targets for the new US PE, according to Platts Analytics.
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US SHALE FORCES EUROPE TO INNOVATE
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The shifting dynamics that low-cost US feedstocks have
caused is forcing petrochemicals producers in the region to
innovate. The European industry is trying to produce more
propylene, butadiene and their downstream products. C3s
and C4s are valuable alternative streams to ethylene, which
ethane produces in high volumes when cracked.
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The show goes on for shale oil
US shale oil drilling activity has begun to slow down, as crude
prices have lingered primarily in the $45/b to $50/b range over
the past year. However, activity has likely not bottomed out as
E&P operators have reduced their costs through continued
well improvements.
Producers may continue drilling at $40/b oil or even lower, kept
afloat by crude hedges and lower breakeven prices. “I think we will
probably continue to see drilling at the rate we’re now seeing for
some time unless [oil] prices really start dropping well below $35/b,”
said John Castellano, managing director at global consulting firm
AlixPartners. “With a better cost structure, it will take something
cataclysmic for them to pull back the throttle on drilling.”
Arguably, the last “cataclysmic” price event was seen in the
second half of 2014 to early 2016, when NYMEX front-month
crude prices sank from over $106/b to below $30/b, pulling the
US oil rig count down from roughly 1,600 to 316. With the least
efficient wells out of the market and producers increasingly
focused on the most economic hot spots, crude rebounded to
$40/b by April 2016 and has mostly been rangebound since then.
That should put the recent fall in prices below $45/b into some
perspective, as oil rigs have been climbing steadily since May
2016, rising to 756 the week ending September 8, according to
Baker Hughes. About half the oil rigs are working in the prolific
Permian Basin of West Texas and New Mexico.
The crude price needed to rebalance the market has dropped,
particularly given US shale producers’ ability to extract more
oil from wells and do it more quickly. Oil breakeven prices have
fallen in the last year. For example, Permian oil breakevens
currently are $32.45/b to $33.10/b, compared with $36.39/b
to $46.31/b in June 2016, according to the Platts Analytics
Well Analyzer.
Service prices have increased in recent months, especially in the
Permian. Most of that rise has been seen in completion costs,
not in drilling. While the higher costs have eaten into breakevens

– Permian Delaware breakeven was at $30.89/b in May –
producers have been quick to site improved efficiencies and have
increasingly turned to pad drilling.
While drilled but uncompleted wells (DUCs) have mounted,
suggesting more completion activity is around the corner, as pad
drilling activity increases, the time to drill and complete wells will
decrease. “PIRA has estimated that half of the 160 billion barrels
of recoverable shale oil is economic at $50/b or less,” Gary Ross,
global head of oil at PIRA Energy, a forecasting and analytics
unit at S&P Global Platts, said in a report. “This encompasses
some 215,000 well locations,” Ross said. “With average annual
production per well in its first year at roughly 300 b/d, this
resource is a massive 65 million b/d of first year production,
obviously scattered over a large number of years.”
Producers will likely announce any changes to capital spending
during their next quarter earnings calls. It’s worth pointing
out that during their second earnings calls several companies
reported capex decreases, but cited increased efficiencies, not
necessarily low oil prices. And companies for the most part were
looking to hold prior production targets, or increase production.
Many producers had already hedged production in early 2017 at
$50/b-plus oil prices. This could secure annual output growth
for the next couple of years. There has been no shortage of credit
for producers at the $40/b to $50/b crude price range, so far at
least. Bankruptcies may have increased, but, again, so have well
efficiencies. But if banks may start to get more cautious with
their lending, drilling could slow down.
Anadarko’s CEO Al Walker recently raised concerns about easy credit.
“You don’t reward capital efficiency, you reward growth,” he said,
referring to Wall Street. “When you ... stop rewarding production and
start rewarding capital efficiency, guess what? People will stop
chasing growth for growth’s sake.” — Jeff Mower, jeff.mower@
spglobal.com; Starr Spencer, starr.spencer@spglobal.com

In 2016, some of the larger European petrochemical
companies announced plans to begin producing more C3s
and C4s streams of products.

Pullan, the group vice president, downstream technology
and development.

In June 2016 Borealis said it wanted to enhance production
of C3s and C4s. The Austrian company said it would invest
Eur40 million to upgrade its steam cracker at Porvoo, Finland.
Borealis operates an integrated cracker in Porvoo. After the
upgrade, the production capacity of propylene and crude C4
from the cracker will increase by 30,000 mt/year and 10,000
mt/year, respectively.

KNOCK-ON EFFECT: MIDDLE EAST WAKES UP
As the shale-based petrochemicals industry has grown in
the US, the petrochemicals industry in the Middle East has
seen remarkable changes. Companies in the region have
raised their expenditure on research and have made efforts
to become financially independent.

A senior official from Hungarian oil and gas company MOL
told Platts late last year that the company plans to raise
its propylene production capacity in Europe. The company
currently produces 334,000 mt/year of propylene at its
petrochemicals complex in Tiszaujvaros. Production of C3s
needs to be raised to expand production of downstream
products like polyols, solvents and polymers, said David

According to figures from Gulf Petrochemicals and
Chemicals Association, petrochemical companies in the
Gulf Cooperation Council spent $700 million on research
and development in 2016, up 40% from 2015 and more
than double the $300 million of 2010. Meanwhile,
chemical sales revenue in the GCC – which comprises
Saudi Arabia, Oman, Kuwait, Qatar, Bahrain and the UAE
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– slipped 9% to $79.7 billion in 2015 as compared with
$87.4 billion in 2014.

Shale a strong positive for US petrochemicals production
As the first wave of large new greenfield US-based ethylene
crackers start to come online in 2017, it is useful to remember
that the US chemical sector is still in the early stages of a
transformation due to the shale gas revolution. The availability
of low cost natural gas in the US starting about a decade ago,
rejigged the competitive landscape of the global petrochemical
industry, and catapulted US-based ethylene chain producers in
particular, to the top of the global cost position(along with Middle
Eastern producers). Thus far the shale gas revolution has been
a strong credit positive for US producers of the ethylene chain
including companies such as Dow Chemical, LyondellBasell
and Westlake Chemicals. Shale gas has also benefited other
sectors including domestic nitrogen fertilizer production.

More competition has created more transparency in a
region where companies have for years been protected
from the market doldrums by cheaper feedstocks and
government support.
Shale gas has brought prominent changes in Saudi basic
industries corp., or Sabic, the largest petrochemicals
producer in the region. It has forced the company to innovate
and diversify, according to the company's CEO Yousef Al
Benyan. Asked how does Sabic plan to compete with its
US counterparts at a press conference mid-September, Al
Benyan answered that the company has adopted a threepronged strategy. Sabic is importing ethane for its cracker in
Wilton, UK besides making an investment in a shale based
project in the US and in a coal-to-olefin plant in China. "We
expect all these projects to be complete by 2025," he said.

RATINGS OUTLOOK FOR COMPANIES IN
SHALE BUSINESS
Company
Ineos Group Holding SA
Ineos Styrolution Holding Ltd
Saudi Basic indutries Corporation
Reliance Industries Limited
The Dow Chemical Company
LyondellBasell Industries N.V.
Westlake Chemicals Corporation
Energy Transfer Partners LP
Targa Resources Corp

In April, Sabic and Exxon Mobil Chemical Company
announced the selection of a site in San Patricio County, Texas
for potential development of a jointly owned petrochemical
complex. The proposed investment would include a worldscale ethane steam cracker capable of producing 1.8
million mt/year of ethylene per year, which would feed a
monoethylene glycol unit and two polyethylene units. Sabic
and China's Shenhua Ningxia Coal Industry Group are in the
exploration phase for their new greenfield coal-to-chemicals
complex proposed to be located in the Ningxia Hui region,
Abdulrahman Al-Fageeh, executive vice president for
petrochemicals at Sabic, told S&P Global Platts last October.

FC ST rating
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A-2
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Source: S&P Global Ratings

For all these producers, the availability of low cost gas has
meant an increase in their cost competitiveness versus other
global competitors, especially European and Asian competitors.
Exports from the US have risen in the past several years, though
exports levels continue to be influenced by the strength of the
US dollar relative to other currencies. Over the past four or five
years, EBITDA margins at some commodity chemical companies
are among the highest of any company in the US chemical
sector. Credit ratios at companies such as LyondellBasell, and
Westlake Chemicals have looked very strong for their ratings.
Both these companies had a ratio of funds from operations to
total debt of over 100% for some years, among the strongest
ratios in the sector. Ultimately however, an increase in capacity
through brownfield expansions, and other factors including
M&A, and shareholder rewards weakened these ratios at these
companies to levels appropriate for their rating.

Saudi Aramco, the largest investor in the petrochemicals
sector in the region in the period 2014-16, is gearing up to
float an initial public offering. In separate statements posted
on the Saudi stock exchange Tadawul during the course of
2016, almost all Saudi companies said that they will conform
to International Financial Reporting Standards or IFRS.
A prominent development happening in the region is the
development of crude-chemicals technology by Saudi
Aramco and Sabic. According to the latest available update,
Saudi Aramco expects a development on this front by the
2020 to 2025 period. Both Saudi Aramco and Sabic have
made heavy investments in research and development of
this technology and others.

The ongoing first-wave of greenfield ethylene crackers will
ultimately take its toll on industry margins, and cyclicality will
reassert itself as a key characteristic of this commodity sector.
There has been ongoing conversation in the sector about a so-called
second wave – new greenfield petrochemical investment beyond
the year 2020. Market conditions including producers’ expectations
of supply-demand and pricing will surely influence the scale and
timing of that second wave. The second wave will further consolidate
the US’ position as one of the global leaders in the sector, but the
increase in supply and the attendant competitive pressures, could
raise credit risk in the sector. Still, no matter what the future holds,
the fact remains that the US petrochemical sector is fundamentally
transformed as a result of the availability of low cost shale gas. —
Paul Kurias, Director, S&P Global Ratings, paul.kurias@spglobal.com

Sadara Chemical Company and Petro Rabigh, two of Saudi
Aramco's largest investments in the region, have begun
production of a range of specialty products mostly polymers
and solvents, never before produced in the region.
Companies in the region have focused on polymers
research. The lead time in producing a new polymer grade is
less than the time needed for developing new intermediates
or aromatics. As a result companies in the region have been
able to launch several new polymers grades.
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Further, a new trend has gathered steam in the region over
the past three years. Over 2000-15, GCC ethylene capacity
grew more than fivefold to 24.6 million mt/year and this
equates to adding one world-scale cracker every year. Most of
these crackers use gas-based feedstock. Such an exponential
rate of growth in capacity, based on ethane, has considerably
slowed down, as the likes of Saudi Arabia divert more gas
streams for increasing power generation. As a result, liquids
feedstocks have gathered prominence in order to produce
and expand specialty products and aromatics production
that are different from those new units coming from the US.
The industry sees the shift to liquids as urgent steps
needed to differentiate GCC product lineups from the US.
There are just three major projects, mainly using liquid
feedstock, taking shape in the region over the 2015-2025
period. These include Abu Dhabi National Oil Company's
aromatics project in the UAE, Kuwait PIC's Olefins 3
project and Oman's Liwa project. While the first two
among these projects use liquids as feedstock, the third
uses a mixed feed.
Sadara Chemical Company, the most recent and closely
watched petrochemicals project in the region, operates
a petrochemical complex in Jubail which is the first
to crack naphtha in the GCC region and is designed to
produce a range of specialty petrochemicals. This includes
polyurethanes, propylene glycol, butyl glycol ethers, amines
and polyolefin elastomers. Petro Rabigh started up several
of its Rabigh 2 units in July and August. Most of these units
use liquids as feedstock.

LONGER-TERM ALTERNATIVES TO US IMPORTS:
DOMESTIC SHALE?
Ineos, the European leader in shale-based ethane imports,
is also the closest to gauging the viability of shale gas
reserves in England's East Midlands and has previously
said it may begin production at a site there in a time period
ranging between two and five years.
"We believe shale gas could revolutionize UK manufacturing
and we have the resources to make it happen," chairman
Jim Ratcliffe was quoted on the company website as saying.
Officials from other companies say that they are waiting to
see how Ineos will fare on the exploration front.
Another UK company, Cuadrilla Resources had expected to
begin fracking at its Preston New Road site in Lancashire
in northwest England by the third quarter of 2017. The
company could not be reached for comments on whether
this timeline has changed.
Outside the UK, there are currently a number of political
roadblocks for the full-fledged shale gas sourcing of ethane in
wider Europe. In June 2016, the German government approved a
law that bans fracking. France introduced a similar law in 2011.
The only other European country where credible shale
explorations have been carried out is Poland, estimated to hold
Europe's largest shale reserves. However, the Polish shale gas
industry seems to be collapsing and concessions for exploratory
drilling there have nearly halved over the past five years.
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